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Starting from the most general formulation of stochastic thermodynamics—i.e. a thermodynamically consis-
tent nonautonomous stochastic dynamics describing systems in contact with several reservoirs—, we dene a
procedure to identify the conservative and the minimal set of nonconservative contributions in the entropy
production. e former is expressed as the dierence between changes caused by time-dependent drivings
and a generalized potential dierence. e laer is a sum over the minimal set of ux–force contributions
controlling the dissipative ows across the system. When the system is initially prepared at equilibrium (e.g. by
turning o drivings and forces), a nite-time detailed uctuation theorem holds for the dierent contributions.
Our approach relies on identifying the complete set of conserved quantities and can be viewed as the extension
of the theory of generalized Gibbs ensembles to nonequilibrium situations.
PACS numbers: 02.50.Ga, 05.70.Ln.
I. INTRODUCTION
Stochastic ermodynamics provides a rigorous formula-
tion of nonequilibrium thermodynamics for open systems
described by Markovian dynamics [1–4]. ermodynamic
quantities uctuate and the rst and second law of thermody-
namics can be formulated along single stochastic trajectories.
Most notably, entropy-production uctuations exhibit a uni-
versal symmetry, called uctuation theorem (FT). is laer
implies, among other things, that the average entropy pro-
duction (EP) is non-negative. Besides being conceptually new,
this framework has been shown experimentally relevant in
many dierent contexts [5]. It also provides a solid ground to
analyze energy conversion [3, 6, 7], the cost of information
processing [8–12], and speed–accuracy trade-os [13, 14] in
small systems operating far from equilibrium.
In stochastic thermodynamics, the dynamics is expressed
in terms of Markovian rates describing transition probabilities
per unit time between states. e thermodynamics, on the
other hand, assigns conserved quantities to each system state
(e.g. energy and particle number). is means that transitions
among states entail an exchange of these conserved quantities
between the system and the reservoirs. e core assumption
providing the connection between dynamics and thermody-
namics is local detailed balance. It states that the log ratio of
each forward and backward transition rate corresponds to the
entropy changes in the reservoirs caused by the exchange of
the conserved quantities (divided by the Boltzmann constant).
ese changes are expressed as the product of the entropic
intensive elds characterizing the reservoirs (e.g. inverse tem-
perature, chemical potential divided by temperature) and the
corresponding changes of conserved quantities in the reser-
voirs, in accordance to the fundamental relation of equilibrium
thermodynamics in the entropy representation. Microscop-
ically, the local detailed balance arises from the assumption
that the reservoirs are at equilibrium [15].
In this paper, we ask a few simple questions which lie at the
heart of nonequilibrium thermodynamics. We consider a sys-
tem subject to time-dependent drivings—i.e. nonautonomous—
and in contact with multiple reservoirs. What is the most
fundamental representation of the EP for such a system? In
other words, how many independent nonconservative forces
multiplied by their conjugated ux appear in the EP? Which
thermodynamic potential is extremized by the dynamics in
absence of driving when the forces are set to zero? How do
generic time-dependent drivings aect the EP? Surprisingly,
up to now, no systematic procedure exists to answer these
questions. We provide one in this paper based on a systematic
identication of conserved quantities. While some of them are
obvious from the start (e.g. energy and particle number) the
others are system specic and depend on the way in which
reservoirs are coupled to the system and on the topology of
the network of transitions.
e main outcome of our analysis is a rewriting of the
EP, Eq. (36), which identies three types of contributions: A
driving contribution caused by the nonautonomous mech-
anisms, a change of a generalized Massieu potential, and a
ow contribution made of a sum over a fundamental set of
ux-force contributions. For autonomous systems relaxing
to equilibrium—all forces must be zero—, the rst and the
third contributions vanish and the dynamics maximizes the
potential. is amounts to a dynamical realization of the max-
imization of the Shannon entropy under the constrains of
conserved quantities, which is commonly done by hand when
deriving generalized Gibbs distributions. For (autonomous)
steady-state dynamics, the rst two contributions vanish and
we recover the results of Ref. [16], showing that conservation
laws reduce the number of forces created by the reservoirs.
e key achievement of this paper is to demonstrate that
conservation laws are essential to achieve a general and sys-
tematic treatment of stochastic thermodynamics.
Important results ensue. We show that system-specic
conservation laws can cause the forces to depend on system
quantities and not only on intensive elds. We derive the most
general formulation of nite-time detailed FTs expressed in
terms of measurable quantities. is result amounts to make
use of conservation laws on the FT derived in Ref. [17]. We
identify the minimal cost required for making a transforma-
tion from one system state to another one. In doing so we gen-
eralize to multiple reservoirs the nonequilibrium Landauer’s
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2principle derived in Refs. [18–20]. We also apply our method
to four dierent models which reveal dierent implications
of our theory.
is paper is organized as follows. In § II we derive an
abstract formulation of stochastic thermodynamics. We then
describe the procedure to identify all conserved quantities,
which we use to rewrite the local detailed balance in terms of
potential and (nonconservative) ow contributions. In § III we
use the above decomposition to establish balance equations
along stochastic trajectories, which allow us to formulate our
nite-time detailed FT, § IV. In § V we discuss the ensemble
average description of our EP decompositions, as well as the
nonequilibrium Landauer’s principle. Four detailed applica-
tions conclude our analysis in § VI. e rst is referenced
systematically throughout the paper to illustrate our results.
It describes two quantum dots coupled to three reservoirs.
e second describes a quantum point contact tightly coupled
to a quantum dot and shows that thermodynamic forces can
depend on system features. e third is a molecular motor
exemplifying the dierences between conservative and non-
conservative forces in relation to the topology of the network
used to model it. e last one is a randomized grid illustrating
that our formalism becomes essential when analyzing more
complex systems.
II. EDGE LEVEL DESCPRIPTION
Aer formulating stochastic thermodynamics for
continuous-time Markov jump processes from a graph-
theoretical perspective, we describe the general procedure to
identify conservative and nonconservative contributions to
the local detailed balance.
A. Stoastic Dynamics
We consider an externally driven open system characterized
by a discrete number of states, which we label by n. Allowed
transitions between pairs of states, n ν← m, are described
by directed edges, e ≡ (nm,ν ). e index ν = 1, . . . labels
dierent types of transitions between the same pair of states,
e.g. transitions due to dierent reservoirs. e time evolution
of the probability of nding the system in the state n, pn ≡
pn(t), is governed by the master equation
dtpn =
∑
eD
n
e 〈J e 〉 , (1)
which is here wrien as a continuity equation. Indeed, the
incidence matrix D,
Dne :=

+1 if e−→ n
−1 if e←− n
0 otherwise
, (2)
associates each edge to the pair of states that it connects. It
thus encodes the network topology. On the graph identied by
{n} and {e}, it can be thought of as a (negative) divergence
index label for number
n state Nn
e transition Ne
κ system quantity Nκ
r reservoir Nr
y ≡ (κ, r ) conserved quantity Yκ from reservoir r Ny
α cycle Nα
λ conservation law and conserved quantity Nλ
yp “potential” y Nλ
yf “force” y Ny − Nλ
ρ symmetry Nρ
η fundamental cycle Nα − Nρ
= Ny − Nλ
TABLE I. Summary of the indices used throughout the paper and
the object they label.
operator when acting on edge-space vectors—as in the mas-
ter equation (1)—or as a gradient operator when acting on
state-space vectors. e ensemble averaged edge probability
currents,
〈J e 〉 = wepo(e) , (3)
are expressed in terms of the transition rates, {we ≡ we (t)},
which describe the probability per unit time of observing a
transition along the edge e . e function
o(e) :=m , for e←−m , (4)
maps each edge into the state from which it originates. For
thermodynamic consistency, each transition e ≡ (nm,ν ) with
nite rate we has a corresponding backward transition −e ≡
(mn,ν ) with a nite rate w−e . e stochastic dynamics is
assumed to be ergodic at any time.
Notation From now on, upper–lower indices and Einstein
summation notation will be used: repeated upper–lower in-
dices implies the summation over all the allowed values for
those indices. e meaning of all the indices that will be used
is summarized in Tab. I. Time derivatives are denoted by “dt ”
or “∂t ” whereas the overdot “Û” is reserved for rates of change
of quantities that are not exact time derivatives. We also take
the Boltzmann constant kB equal to 1.
B. Stoastic ermodynamics
Physically, each system state, n, is characterized by given
values of some system quantities, {Yκn }, for κ = 1, . . . ,Nκ,
which encompass the internal energy, En , and possibly ad-
ditional ones, see Tab. II for some examples. ese must be
regarded as conserved quantities in the total system, as their
change in the system is always balanced by an opposite change
in the reservoirs. Indeed, when labeling the reservoirs with
{r }, for r = 1, . . . ,Nr, the balance equation for Yκ can be
wrien as
Yκn − Yκm ≡ Yκn′Dn
′
e︸                 ︷︷                 ︸
system
=
∑
r δY
(κ,r )
e︸ ︷︷ ︸
reservoir r
. (5)
3V...
β1
β ...
β4
β2
µ4
system
baths
β3
µ3
e
Y (E,2)e
k1
FIG. 1. Pictorial representation of a system coupled to several
reservoirs. Transitions may involve more than one reservoir and
exchange between reservoirs. Work reservoirs are also taken into
account.
system quantity Yκ intensive eld f(κ,r )
energy, En inverse temperature, βr
particles number, Nn chemical potential, −βr µr
charge, Qn electric potential, −βrVr
displacement, Xn generic force, −βrkr
angle, θn torque, −βrτr
TABLE II. Examples of system quantity–intensive eld conjugated
pairs in the entropy representation [21, § 2-3]. βr := 1/Tr denotes
the inverse temperature of the reservoir. Since charges are carried
by particles, the conjugated pair (Qn ,−βrVr ) is usually embedded in
(Nn ,−βr µr ), see e.g. Refs. [22, 23].
where δY (κ,r )e quanties the ow of Yκ supplied by the reser-
voir r to the system along the transition e . For the purpose of
our discussion, we introduce the index y = (κ, r ), i.e. the con-
served quantity Yκ exchanged with the reservoir r , and dene
the matrix δY whose entries are {δYye ≡ δY (κ,r )e }. Enforcing
microscopic reversibility, one concludes that δYye = −δYy−e .
As a rst remark, more than one reservoir may be involved
in each transition, see Fig. 1 and the application in § VI B. As
a second remark, the conserved quantities may not be solely
{Yκ }, since additional ones may arise due to the topological
properties of the system, as we will see in the next subsection.
Each reservoir r is characterized by a set of entropic intensive
elds, { f(κ,r )} for κ = 1, . . . ,Nκ, which are conjugated to the
exchange of the system quantities {Yκ } [21, § 2-3]. A short
list of Yκ–f(κ,r ) conjugated pairs is reported in Tab. II. e
thermodynamic consistency of the stochastic dynamics is
ensured by the local detailed balance property,
ln we
w−e
= −fyδYye + SnDne . (6)
It relates the log ratio of the forward and backward transition
rates to the entropy change generated in the reservoirs, i.e.
minus the entropy ow {−fyδYye }. e second term on the rhs
is the internal entropy change occurring during the transition,
since Sn denotes the internal entropy of the state n. is point
is further evidenced when writing the entropy balance along
a transition
ln
wepo(e)
w−epo(−e)
=
∑
r
{
−∑κ f(κ,r )δY (κ,r )e } + [Sn − lnpn]Dne ,
(7)
which expresses the edge EP, the lhs, as the entropy change
in each reservoir r plus the system entropy change, the rhs.
See § VI A 1 for explicit examples of δY and { fy }.
In the most general formulation, the internal entropy S ,
the conserved quantities {Yκ } (hence {δYye }), and their con-
jugated elds { fy }, change in time. Physically, this modeling
corresponds to two possible ways of controlling a system: ei-
ther through {Yκ } or S which characterize the system states,
or through { fy } which characterize the properties of the reser-
voirs. roughout the paper, we use the word “driving” to
describe any of these time-dependent controls, while we re-
fer to those systems that are not time-dependently driven as
autonomous.
C. Network-Specic Conservedantities
We now specify the procedure to identify the complete
set of conserved quantities of a system. In doing so, we ex-
tend the results of Ref. [16]. For this purpose, let {Cα } for
α = 1, . . . ,Nα, be an independent set of network cycles. Al-
gebraically, {Cα } is a maximal set of independent vectors in
kerD,
Dne C
e
α = 0 , for all n , (8)
in which at most one entry in each forward–backward tran-
sition pair is nonzero. Since D is {−1, 0, 1}-valued, {Cα } can
always be chosen in such a way that their entries are {0, 1}.
In this representation, their 1-entries identify sets of transi-
tions forming loops. In the examples, we will represent cycles
using the set of forward transitions only, and negative entries
denote transitions along the backward direction. We denote
the matrix whose columns are {Cα } by C ≡ {Ceα }.
By multiplying the matrices δY and C , we obtain the M-
matrix [16]:
M
y
α := δY
y
e C
e
α . (9)
is fundamental matrix encodes the physical topology of
the system. It describes the ways in which the conserved
quantities {Yκ } are exchanged between the reservoirs across
the system, as its entries quantify the inux of {y} along each
cycle, α . e physical topology is clearly build on top of the
network topology encoded in C .
e basis vectors of the cokerM , are dened as the system
conservation laws. ey are denoted by {`λ} for λ = 1, . . . ,Nλ
where Nλ := dim cokerM and satisfy
`λy δY
y
e C
e
α = `
λ
y M
y
α = 0 , for all α . (10)
4From (8), this implies that `λδY ∈ (kerD)⊥. Since (kerD)⊥ ≡
coimD, one can introduce a set of states-space vectors {Lλ}—
i.e. state variables in the states space—which are mapped into
{`λδY } by the transpose of D:
Lλn D
n
e = `
λ
y δY
y
e ≡
∑
r
{∑
κ`
λ
(κ,r ) δY
(κ,r )
e
}
. (11)
e properties of the incidence matrix guarantee that each
Lλ is dened up to a reference value, see e.g. Ref. [24]. We
thus conrm that {Lλ} are conserved quantities since Eq. (11)
are their balance equations: the lhs identies the change of
{Lλ} in the system, while the rhs expresses their change in
the reservoirs. e thermodynamic implications of shiing
the reference values of {Lλ} are discussed in § III.
Importantly, the vector space spanned by the conserved
quantities, {Lλ}, encompasses the system quantities {Yκ }.
ey correspond to `κy ≡ `κ(κ′,r ) = δκκ′ , so that the balance
equations (5) are recovered. e remaining conservation laws
arise from the interplay between the specic topology of the
network, C , and its coupling with the reservoirs, δY , and
we will refer to them as nontrivial. Only for these, the row
vector ` may depend on time since M is a function of time,
see § VI A 2 and the application in § VI B.
Variations in time of the system quantities {Yκ } induce
changes in the matrixM . If these changes cause a modication
of the size of its cokernel, i.e. a change in the number of
conserved quantities, we say that the physical topology was
altered. We emphasize that these changes are not caused by
changes in the network topology since this laer remains
unaltered. An example of physical topology transformation
is given in § VI A 2 and in the application in § VI D, while one
of network topology is discussed in § VI C.
Remark e introduction of the conserved quantities is
akin to that of scalar potentials for irrotational elds in con-
tinuous space. Indeed, the vector `λδY replaces the eld, DT
plays the role of the gradient operator, and Lλ becomes the
potential. e condition expressed by Eq. (10) is that of ir-
rotational elds, as it tells us that `λδY vanishes along all
loops.
D. Network-Specic Local Detailed Balance
We now make use of the conserved quantities, {Lλ}, to
separate the conservative contributions in the local detailed
balance (6) from the nonconservative ones. is central result
will provide the basis for our EP decomposition in § III.
We start by spliing the set {y} into two groups: a “po-
tential” one {yp}, and a “force” one {yf }. e rst must be
constructed with Nλ elements such that the matrix whose
entries are {`λyp } is nonsingular. We denote the entries of the
inverse of the laer matrix by {`ypλ }. Crucially, since the rank
of the matrix whose rows are {`λ} is Nλ, it is always possi-
ble to identify a set of {yp}. However, it may not be unique
and dierent sets have dierent physical interpretations, see
§§ VI A 3 and VI A 6 as well as the following sections. e
second group, {yf }, is constructed with the remainingNy−Nλ
elements of {y}.
With the above prescription, we can write the entries
{δYype } as functions of {δYyfe } and {Lλn} by inverting {`λyp }
in Eq. (11),
δY
yp
e = `
yp
λ L
λ
n D
n
e − `
yp
λ `
λ
yfδY
yf
e . (12)
e local detailed balance (6) can thus be rewrien as
ln we
w−e
= ϕnD
n
e + FyfδYyfe . (13)
e rst contribution is conservative since it derives from the
potential
ϕn := Sn − FλLλn , (14)
where
Fλ := fyp`
yp
λ (15)
is a linear combination of entropic intensive elds. Since ϕn
is the entropy of the state n minus a linear combination of
conserved quantities, it can be viewed as the Massieu potential
of the state n. [We recall that Massieu potentials are the
thermodynamic potentials of the entropy representation, see
e.g. [21, § 5-4].] In contrast, the nonconservative fundamental
forces,
Fyf := fyp`
yp
λ `
λ
yf − fyf , (16)
are caused by the presence of multiple reservoirs. As we will
show, they control the currents of system quantities through
the system. Importantly, “fundamental” must be understood
as a property of the set of these forces, since they are inde-
pendent and in minimal number.
e identication of ϕn and {Fyf } and their relation with
the local detailed balance, Eq. (13), is the key result of our
paper and we summarize the procedure we used in Fig. 2. e
complete set of conservation laws played an essential role in
this identication.
We saw that driving in the system quantities {Yκ }, may
induce changes in the physical topology, whereas the driving
in the reservoir properties, { fy },—as well as in the entropy, S—
is unable to do so. Since these changes modify the cokernel of
M , ϕn and {Fyf } are modied as well: when conservation laws
are broken new fundamental forces emerge, and vice versa the
emergence of conservation laws breaks some fundamental
forces and creates additional terms in ϕn , see § VI A 3.
Even in absence of topological changes, the form of ϕn
and {Fyf } may change in presence of driving. It is clear that
ϕn changes when S , {Yκ }, or { fyp } change, see Eq. (14). In
turn, each fundamental force Fyf depends on both fyf and{ fyp }, see Eq. (16). But in presence of nontrivial conservation
laws, they may also depend on the system quantities {Yκ }
via the vectors {`λ}, see § VI A 3 and the application in § VI B.
Notice that while driving not caused by temperatures solely
aects a given intensive eld, driving via temperature, say
βr ′ , aects all the elds associated to r ′, namely { f(κ,r ′)} for
κ = 1, · · · ,Nκ, see Tab. II.
5Reservoirs
thermodynamics topology
fy δY
y
e Ceα
{yp}{yf }
Conservation Laws &
Conservedantities
Massieu
entropic
intensive
elds
exchanged
conserved
quantities cycles
System
Local Detailed
Fundamental
Forces
Dne
incidence
matrix
M
y
α topology
physical
Potential
Eqs. (2) and (8)
Eq. (9)
`λy , Lλn Eqs. (10) and (11)
Balance. Eq. (6)
ϕn Eq. (14){Fyf } Eq. (16)
FIG. 2. Schematic representation of our local detailed balance de-
composition, which we summarize as follows. On the one hand,
the system is characterized by those system quantities which are
exchanged with the reservoirs along transitions, as well as by the
topological properties of its network of transitions. e former is
accounted for by the matrix of exchanged conserved quantities δY ,
while the laer by the incidence matrix, D, Eq. (2), which determines
the matrix of cycles,C , Eq. (8). ese two matrices combined give the
M-matrix, Eq. (9), which encodes the physical topology of the system
and whose cokernel identies the complete set of conservation laws
and conserved quantities, Eq. (10) and (11). On the other hand, the
reservoirs are characterized by entropic intensive elds, { fy }, which
combined with the matrix of exchanged conserved quantities, δY ,
gives the local detailed balanced, Eq. (6). Having identied all conser-
vation laws, the variables y can be split into “potential” y, {yp}, and
“force” y, {yf }. e rst group identies a Massieu potential for each
state n, ϕn , Eq. (14), while the second one identies the fundamental
forces, Eq. (16). ese two set of thermodynamic quantities are thus
combined in the local detailed balanced, (13).
E. Fundamental Cycles
We now express our conservative–nonconservative forces
decomposition of the local detailed balance in terms of cycle
anities. is provides the basis on which our potential–cycle
anities EP decomposition hinges on, § III C.
e thermodynamic forces acting along cycles are referred
to as cycle anities. Using the local detailed balance (13), they
read
Aα := Ceα ln
we
w−e
= Fyf Myfα . (17)
As observed in Ref. [16], dierent cycles may be connected
to the same set of reservoirs, thus carrying the same cycle
anity. ese are regarded as symmetries and they correspond
to bases of kerM , {ψρ } for ρ = 1, . . . ,Nρ =: dim kerM ,
M
y
α ψ
α
ρ = 0 , for all y , (18)
as their entries identify sets of cycles which, once completed,
leave the state of the reservoirs unchanged. A notable con-
sequence is that the anities corresponding to these sets of
cycles are zero irrespective of the elds { fy }. e rank–nullity
theorem applied to the matrix M allows us to relate the num-
ber of symmetries to the number of conservation laws [16]
Ny − Nλ = Nα − Nρ . (19)
Notice that, while the Ny and Nα are xed for a given system,
Nλ, and hence Nρ, can change due to changes in the physical
topology. From Eq. (19) we thus learn that for any broken (resp.
created) conservation law, a symmetry must break (resp. be
created), see § VI A 4 and the application in § VI D.
e symmetries given by Eq. (18) lead us to identify Nη :=
Nα − Nρ cycles, labeled by η, which correspond to linearly
independent columns of M . ese cycles can be thought of
as physically independent, since they cannot be combined to
form cycles that leave the reservoirs unchanged upon com-
pletion. In other words, they are the minimal subset of cycles
whose anity is nonzero for a generic choice of the elds { fy }
(specic choices of { fy } can always make any cycle anity
equal to zero). We refer to these cycles as fundamental cycles
and to their anities as fundamental anities. e fact that
the matrix whose entries are {Myfη } is square and nonsingular,
see App. A, allows us to see the one-to-one correspondence
between fundamental forces, Eq. (16), and these anities,
Fyf = AηM
η
yf , (20)
where {Mηyf } are the entries of the inverse matrix of that
having {Myfη } as entries. In terms of {Aη}, the local detailed
balance, Eq. (13), reads
ln we
w−e
= ϕnD
n
e +Aηζ ηe , (21)
where
ζ
η
e := M
η
yf δY
yf
e (22)
quanties the contribution of each transition e to the current
along the fundamental cycle η as well as all those cycles which
are physically dependent on η. Algebraically, the row vectors
of ζ , {ζη}, are dual to the physically independent cycles, {Cη},
ζ
η
e C
e
η′ = M
η
yf δY
yf
e C
e
η′ = M
η
yfM
yf
η′ = δ
η
η′ . (23)
Eq. (21) is another key result of our paper, which expresses
the conservative–nonconservative local detailed balance de-
composition in terms of fundamental anities. Importantly,
the anities {Aη} depend on time both via { fy } and {Yκ },
where the laer originates from the M-matrix, Eq. (17). Dif-
ferently from {Fyf }, they always have the dimension of an
entropy.
6Remark Our set of fundamental cycles diers from that
constructed with spanning trees and discussed by J. Schnaken-
berg in Ref. [25]. Algebraically, our set is not merely in kerD,
but rather in kerD \ kerM . Furthermore, it is not constructed
from the spanning trees of the graph.
F. Detailed-Balanced Networks
We now focus on a specic class of dynamics called detailed
balanced. ese dynamics are such that either there are no
forces ({yf } = ) or these are zero
Fyf = fyp ¯`ypλ `λyf − fyf = 0 (24)
—equivalently the anities are zero, see Eq. (17). A driven
detailed-balanced dynamics implies that the driving must
keep the forces equal to zero at all times, while changing the
potentialϕn . An autonomous detailed-balanced dynamics will
always relax to an equilibrium distribution [26, 27]
p
eq
n = exp
{
ϕn −Φeq
}
, (25)
dened by the detailed balance property: wepeqo(e) = w−ep
eq
o(−e),
for all e . e last term,Φeq, is the logarithm of the partition
function
Φeq := ln {∑m exp {ϕm}} , (26)
and can be identied as an equilibrium Massieu potential [21,
§§ 5-4 and 19-1] [28, § 3.13].
We now point out that one can transform a nondetailed-
balance dynamics with the potential ϕn into a detailed-
balanced dynamics with the same potential, if one can turn o
the forces—set them to zero—without changing the potential.
is is is always possible through an appropriate choice of
the elds { fyf }, viz. fyf = fyp ¯`ypλ `λyf , except for the following
cases: when there are fyf such that fyf = βr ′ (i.e. fyf is the eld
conjugated with the exchange of energy with the reservoir
r ′) and r ′ is among the reservoirs involved in {yp}, then turn-
ing o the corresponding force Fyf via fyf will modify { fyp }
and in turn ϕn . Due to their importance for our FT, § IV, we
label these elds by {y ′f }, to discriminate them from the other
ones, denoted by {y ′′f }. We nally observe that for isother-
mal processes all thermal gradients vanish beforehand, and
one realizes that Fy′f = 0 for all y ′f , see e.g. §§ VI C and VI D.
erefore, turning o the forces never changes the potential.
Remark e equilibrium distribution, Eq. (25), is clearly
the same one would obtain using a Maximum Entropy ap-
proach [29] [28, § 3.17]. Indeed, the distribution maximizing
the entropy functional constrained by given values of the
average conserved quantities {〈Lλ〉 = Lλ},
S[p] = ∑npn [Sn − lnpn]
− a (∑npn − 1) − aλ (∑npnLλn − Lλ ) , (27)
is given by
p∗n = exp
{
Sn − aλLλn − a
}
. (28)
is is the equilibrium distribution, Eq. (25), when the La-
grange multipliers are given by a = Φeq and aλ = Fλ , see
Eq. (14) and (26).
III. TRAJECTORY LEVEL DESCRIPTION
We now bring our description from the level of edges to
trajectories. A stochastic trajectory of duration t ,nt , is dened
as a set of transitions {ei } sequentially occurring at times
{ti } starting from n0 at time 0. If not otherwise stated, the
transitions index i runs from i = 1 to the last transition prior
to time t , Nt , whereas the state at time τ ∈ [0, t] is denoted
by nτ . e values of S , {Yκ }, and { fy } between time 0 and an
arbitrary time t are all encoded in the protocol piτ , for τ ∈ [0, t].
We rst derive the balance for the conserved quantities,
Eq. (11). e conservative and nonconservative contributions
identied at the level of single transitions via the local detailed
balance, Eqs. (13) and (21), are then used to decompose the
trajectory EP into its three fundamental contributions.
A. Balance of Conservedantities
Since the conserved quantities are state variables their
change along a trajectory for a given protocol reads
∆Lλ[nt ] = Lλnt (t) − Lλn0 (0)
=
∫ t
0
dτ
{
∂τL
λ
n(τ )

n=nτ
+ Lλn(τ )Dne J e (τ )
}
.
(29)
e rst term on the rhs accounts for the instantaneous
changes due to the time-dependent driving, while the second
accounts for the nite changes due to stochastic transitions,
since
J e (τ ) := ∑iδ eeiδ (τ − ti ) (30)
are the trajectory-dependent instantaneous currents at time τ .
Using the edge-wise balance, Eq. (11), we can recast the above
equation into
∆Lλ[nt ] =
∫ t
0
dτ
{
∂τL
λ
n(τ )

n=nτ
+ `λy (τ ) Iy (τ )
}
, (31)
where the physical currents
Iy (τ ) := δYye (τ ) J e (τ ) , (32)
quantify the instantaneous inux of y at time t .
B. Entropy Balance
e trajectory entropy balance is given by
Σ[nt ] =
∫ t
0
dτ J e (τ ) ln we (τ )
w−e (τ ) − ln
pnt (t)
pn0 (0)
(33)
= −
∫ t
0
dτ fy (τ )δYye (τ )J e (τ ) +
[ (
Snt − Sn0
) − ln pnt (t)
pn0 (0)
]
,
7dynamics v ∆Φ σ
autonomous 0
NESS 0 0
driven detailed-balanced 0
autonomous detailed-balanced 0 0
TABLE III. EP for common processes. “0” denotes vanishing or neg-
ligible contribution, NESS is the acronym of nonequilibrium steady
state.
As for the edge-wise balance, Eq. (7), the lhs is the EP, while
the rst and second term on the rhs are the entropy change of
the reservoirs and the entropy change of the system [25, 30].
Using our decomposition of the local detailed balance, Eq. (13),
we can recast the laer equality into
Σ[nt ] = − ln pnt (t)
pn0 (0)
(34)
+
∫ t
0
dτ
{
ϕn(τ )Dne J e (τ ) + Fyf (τ ) Iyf (τ )
}
.
Since ϕn is a state variable, its variations along the trajectory
can be wrien as
∆ϕ[nt ] = ϕnt (t) − ϕn0 (0)
=
∫ t
0
dτ
{
ϕn(τ )Dne J e (τ ) + ∂τϕn(τ )|n=nτ
}
. (35)
By combining Eqs. (34) and (35), we can recast the trajectory
EP in
Σ[nt ] = v[nt ] + ∆Φ[nt ] +∑yfσyf [nt ] , (36)
where
v[nt ] := −
∫ t
0
dτ ∂τϕn(τ )|n=nτ , (37)
∆Φ[nt ] = Φnt (t) −Φn0 (0) , (38)
σyf [nt ] :=
∫ t
0
dτ Fyf (τ ) Iyf (τ ) , , (39)
with
Φn := ϕn − lnpn . (40)
Eq. (36), is the major result of our paper. It shows the EP
decomposed into a time-dependent driving contribution, a
potential dierence, and a minimal set of ux–force terms. e
rst term only arises in presence of time-dependent driving.
It quanties the entropy dissipated when ϕn is modied and
we refer to it as the driving contribution. e second term
is entirely conservative as it involves a dierence between
the nal and initial stochastic Massieu potential, Eq. (40). e
last terms are nonconservative and prevent the systems from
reaching equilibrium. Each σyf [nt ] quanties the entropy
produced by the ow of {yf }, and we refer to them as ow
contributions.
To develop more physical intuition of each single term,
we now discuss them separately and consider some specic
cases. When writing the rate of driving contribution explicitly,
Eq. (37), one obtains
−∂τϕn = −∂τ Sn + ∂τ Fλ Lλn + Fλ ∂τLλn . (41)
When all {`λ} are independent from system quantities, the
terms, {∂τ Fλ Lλ,n}, account for the entropy dissipated during
the manipulation of the intensive elds { fyp }, Eq. (15). In con-
trast, {Fλ ∂τLλ,n} and −∂τ Sn characterize the dissipation due
to the direct manipulation of the system quantities. Clearly,
the changes of those elds that do not appear in ϕn do not
contribute to v[nt ].
For autonomous processes, the EP becomes
Σ[nt ] = ∆Φ[nt ] + FyfIyf [nt ] . (42)
where
Iyf [nt ] :=
∫ t
0
dτ Iyf (τ ) , (43)
are the currents of {yf } integrated along the trajectory. e
dierence between the nal and initial stochastic Massieu po-
tential captures the dissipation due to changes of the internal
state of the system. For nite-dimensional autonomous pro-
cesses, it is typically subextensive in time and negligible with
respect to the nonconservative terms for long trajectories
Σ[nt ] t→∞= FyfIyf [nt ] . (44)
e nonconservative ow contributions, Eqs. (39) and (44),
quantify the dissipation due to the ow of conserved quan-
tities across the network. Finally, for autonomous detailed-
balanced systems, the nonconservative terms vanish, in agree-
ment with the fact that these systems exhibit no net ows,
and the EP becomes
Σ[nt ] = ∆Φ[nt ] . (45)
Table III summarizes the contributions of the EP for these
common processes. We now proceed with three remarks.
Remark We have already discussed the possibility of phys-
ical topology modications due to driving, which conse-
quently alter ϕn and {Fyf }. For protocols crossing points
in which these modications occur, the trajectory must be
decomposed into subtrajectories characterized by the same
physical-topology. For each of these, our decomposition (36)
applies.
Remark e contributions of the EP in Eq. (36) depend
on the choice of {yp} and {yf }. When aiming at quantifying
the dissipation of a physical system, some choices may be
more convenient than others depending on the experimental
apparatus, see e.g. § VI A 6. is freedom can be thought of
as a gauge of the EP. In the long time limit, it only aects the
ow contributions and it can be understood as a particular
case of the gauge freedoms discussed in Refs. [31, 32], which
hinge on graph-theoretical arguments.
8Remark e driving contribution v and the nonequilib-
rium Massieu potentialΦn are dened up to a gauge. is is
evidenced when transforming the state variables {Lλ} accord-
ing to
Lλn(t) → U λλ′ Lλ
′
n (t) + uλ1n , (46)
where {U λλ′} identify a nonsingular matrix, {uλ} are nite
coecients, and {1n} a vector whose entries are 1. e rst
term can be considered as a basis change of cokerM ,
`λy → U λλ′ `λ
′
y , (47)
while the second as a reference shi of Lλ . Under the transfor-
mation (47), the elds (15) transform as
Fλ(t) → Fλ′(t)U λ
′
λ , (48)
where U λ′λ U
λ
λ′′ = U
λ′
λ U
λ
λ′′ = δ
λ′
λ′′ , thus guaranteeing that scalar
products are preserved. As a consequence, the stochastic
Massieu potential, Eq. (40), and the rate of driving contribu-
tion, Eq. (41), transform as
Φn(t) → Φn(t) − f(t)1n
−∂tϕn(t) → −∂tϕn(t) + ∂t f(t)1n , (49)
where
f(t) := Fλ′(t)U λ
′
λ u
λ . (50)
Crucially, neither the local detailed balance (13) nor the EP
(69) are aected, as the physical process is not altered. If only
a basis change is considered, {uλ = 0}, then f(t) = 0, and
bothΦn and v are le unvaried. Finally, for cyclic protocols,
one readily sees that the driving work over a period is gauge
invariant, since f(t) is nonuctuating.
e above gauge is akin to that aecting the potential–work
connection and which led to several debates, see Ref. [33] and
references therein. e problem is rooted in what is exper-
imentally measured, as dierent experimental set-ups con-
strain to dierent gauge choices [33]. We presented a general
formulation of the gauge issue, by considering reference shis
of any conserved quantity, and not only of energy.
C. Entropy Balance along Fundamental Cycles
An equivalent decomposition of the EP, Eq. (33), can be
achieved using the potential–anities decomposition of the
local detailed balance, Eq. (21):
Σ[nt ] = v[nt ] + ∆Φ[nt ] +∑ηγη[nt ] . (51)
Here,
γη[nt ] :=
∫ t
0
dτ Aη(τ ) ζη,e J e (τ ) , (52)
quantify the dissipation along the fundamental cycles, as
{ζη,e J e (τ )}, for η = 1, . . . ,Nη, are the corresponding instan-
taneous currents, Eq. (22). For autonomous processes, the EP
becomes
Σ[nt ] = ∆Φ[nt ] +AηZη[nt ] (53)
where
Zη[nt ] :=
∫ t
0
dτ ζ ηe J e (τ ) (54)
measure the total circulation along {η}.
IV. FINITE-TIME DETAILED FLUCTUATION THEOREM
e driving and ow contributions of the EP, Eq. (36), are
now shown to satisfy a nite-time detailed FT. is constitutes
another crucial result of our paper which generalizes previous
FT formulations expressed in terms of physical currents.
We consider a forward process of duration t dened as fol-
lows. e system is initially prepared in an equilibrium state
characterized by ϕeqin , Eq. (25). e laer state corresponds
to the equilibrium protocol pii in which ϕn(pii) = ϕeqin and
naturally {Fyf (pii) = 0}. At time τ = 0 the protocol piτ , for
0 ≤ τ ≤ t , is activated. It is arbitrary except at the boundaries,
τ = 0 and t , where the following requirements must be sat-
ised: at time 0, the Massieu potential corresponding to pi0
must be the same as that of the initial equilibrium state, i.e.
ϕn(pi0) = ϕeqin . As a consequence, the elds { fy′′f (pi0)} can take
arbitrarily values (i.e. they can be dierent from { fy′′f (pii)}),
while the other ones cannot: { fy′f (pi0) = fy′f (pii)}. is implies
that {Fy′′f (pi0)} can be nonzero while {Fy′f (pi0) = 0}. Analo-
gously, the protocol at time t must be such that Fy′f (pit ) = 0
for all y ′f while {Fy′′f } can be arbitrary. is condition guar-
antees that the Massieu potential ϕn(pit ) identies the equi-
librium state corresponding to the equilibrium protocol pif :
ϕn(pif ) = ϕeqfn = ϕn(pit ) and vanishing forces {Fyf (pif ) = 0}.
We can thus introduce the backward process as that in which
the system is initially prepared in the equilibrium state given
by pif , and which is driven by the time-reversed protocol,
pi †τ := pit−τ , see Fig. 3.
e nite-time detailed FT states that the forward and back-
ward process are related by
Pt (v, {σyf })
P†t (−v, {−σyf })
= exp
{
v +
∑
yfσyf + ∆Φeq
}
, (55)
where Pt (v, {σyf }) is the probability of observing a driving
contribution of the EP equal to v , and ow ones {σyf } along
the forward process. Instead, P†t (−v, {−σyf }) is the probability
of observing a driving contribution equal to −v , and ow
ones {−σyf } along the backward process. e dierence of
equilibrium Massieu potentials, Eq. (26),
∆Φeq = Φeqf −Φeqi , (56)
9equilibrium pii
p
eqi
n ∝ exp{ϕeqin }
noneq.
relaxation:{Fyf = 0}
forward protocol: piτ
backward protocol: pi †τ = pit−τ
pi0 : ϕn (pi0) = ϕ
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pit : ϕn (pit ) = ϕ
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{Fy′f (pit ) = 0}
FIG. 3. Schematic representation of the forward and backward
processes.
refers to the nal and initial equilibrium distributions. When
averaging over all possible values of v and {σyf }, the integral
FT ensues〈
exp
{−v −∑yfσyf }〉 = exp {∆Φeq} . (57)
We prove Eq. (55) in App. B using a generating function tech-
nique which is new to our knowledge.
We now discuss insightful special cases of our general FTs.
We rst consider those processes in which Fy′f = 0 for all y ′f
and at all times—isothermal processes are a notable instance—,
the protocol can terminate without restrictions since ϕn(piτ )
always identies an equilibrium state. If, in addition, the
protocol keeps the potential ϕn constant, viz. v = 0, the FT
(55) reads
Pt ({σyf })
P†t ({−σyf })
= exp
{∑
yfσyf
}
. (58)
Yet a more detailed case is when the process is autonomous,
for which we have
Pt ({Iyf })
Pt ({−Iyf }) = exp
{FyfIyf } , (59)
wrien in terms of integrated currents of {yf }, Eq. (43). e
laer FT can be seen as the result of having a constant pro-
tocol with nonvanishing the fundamental forces {Fy′′f }—but
vanishing {Fy′f }—operating on a system initially prepared at
equilibrium. Since nothing distinguishes the forward pro-
cess from the backward one, the lhs is the ratio of the same
probability distribution but at opposite values of {Iyf }, see
application in § VI C.
Instead, for detailed-balanced systems we recover a
Jarzynski–Crooks-like FT [34, 35] generalized to any form
of time-dependent driving
Pt (v)
P†t (−v)
= exp
{
v + ∆Φeq
}
. (60)
To provide a physical interpretation of the argument of the
exponential on the rhs of Eq. (55), let us observe that once the
protocol terminates, all fundamental forces can be switched
o and the system relaxes to the equilibrium initial condition
of the backward process. During the relaxation, neither v
nor {σyf } evolve and the EP is equal to Φeqf −Φnt , Eq. (45).
erefore, the argument of the exponential can be interpreted
as the dissipation of the ctitious composite process “forward
process + relaxation to equilibrium”.
Remark As we discussed in Eq. (41), the driving contribu-
tion consists of several subcontributions, one for each time-
dependent parameter appearing in ϕn . We formulated the
nite-time FT (55) for the whole v , but it can be equivalently
expressed for the single subcontributions, see § VI A 8.
FT for Flow Contributions along Fundamental Cycles
e FT (55) can also be expressed in terms of the ow con-
tributions along the fundamental cycles {γη} instead of {σyf }
Pt (v, {γη})
P†t (−v, {−γη})
= exp
{
v +
∑
ηγη + ∆Φeq
}
. (61)
Its proof is discussed in App. B. e restrictions on pi0 and pit
that we expressed in terms of {Fyf } can be re-expressed in
terms of {Aη} via Eq. (20). For autonomous processes one can
write the FT for the integrated currents along fundamental
cycles, Eq. (54),
Pt ({Zη})
Pt ({−Zη}) = exp
{AηZη} , (62)
see Eq. (59).
V. ENSEMBLE AVERAGE LEVEL DESCRIPTION
We now discuss our results at the ensemble average level
and derive a general formulation of the Nonequilibrium Lan-
dauer’s Principle.
A. Balance of Conservedantities
Using the master equation (1) and the edge-wise balance
(11), the balance equation for the average rates of changes of
conserved quantities reads
dt
[∑
nL
λ
n pn
]
≡ dt 〈Lλ〉 = 〈 ÛLλ〉 + `λy 〈Iy〉 , (63)
where 〈 ÛLλ〉 := ∑n∂tLλn pn is the average change due to the
driving, and
〈Iy〉 := δYye 〈J e 〉 (64)
are the average currents of {y}, see Eqs. (3) and (32). Hence,
the second term in Eq. (63),
`λy 〈Iy〉 =
∑
r
{∑
κ`
λ
(κ,r )δY
(κ,r )
e 〈J e 〉
}
, (65)
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accounts for the average ow of the conserved quantities
in the reservoirs. Obviously, the balances (63) can also be
obtained by averaging the trajectory balances (31) along all
stochastic trajectories.
B. Entropy Balance
In contrast to conserved quantities, entropy is not con-
served. e EP rate measures this nonconservation and is
always non-negative
〈 ÛΣ〉 = ∑ewepo(e) ln wepo(e)w−epo(−e) ≥ 0 . (66)
e EP decomposition in driving, conservative and ow con-
tributions at the ensemble level, can be obtained by averaging
Eq. (36). Alternatively, one can rewrite Eq. (66) as
〈 ÛΣ〉 = −fy 〈Iy〉 + [Sn − lnpn]Dne 〈J e 〉 , (67)
where we used the local detailed balance property (6) and the
denition of average physical current (64). e rst term is
the average entropy ow rate, while the second is the rate of
change of the average system entropy. Using the spliing of
the set {y} explained in § II, the physical currents of {yp} can
be expressed as
〈Iyp〉 = `ypλ
[
dt 〈Lλ〉 − 〈 ÛLλ〉 − `λyf 〈Iyf 〉
]
, (68)
where we partially inverted Eq. (63). When combined with
Eq. (67), the EP rate can be wrien as
〈 ÛΣ〉 = 〈 Ûv〉 + dt 〈Φ〉 +∑yf 〈 Ûσyf 〉 , (69)
where 〈 Ûv〉 = −∑n∂tϕn pn is the driving contribution, 〈 Ûσyf 〉 =Fyf 〈Iyf 〉 the ow contributions, and
〈Φ〉 = ∑npnΦn (70)
the nonequilibrium Massieu potential.
Following a similar reasoning, and using the local detailed
balance decomposition in terms of fundamental anities,
Eq. (21), we obtain the EP rate decomposed as
〈 ÛΣ〉 = 〈 Ûv〉 + dt 〈Φ〉 +∑η 〈 Ûγη〉 , (71)
where 〈 Ûγη〉 = Aηζη,e 〈J e 〉 are the ow contributions along the
fundamental cycles.
C. Nonequilibrium Massieu Potential
In detailed-balanced systems, the nonequilibrium Massieu
potential takes its maximum value at equilibrium, Eq. (25),
where it becomes the equilibrium Massieu potential, Eq. (26).
Indeed,
Φeq − 〈Φ〉 = 〈Φeq −Φ〉 = D(p‖peq) ≥ 0 , (72)
where
D(p‖peq) := ∑n pn ln pn
p
eq
n
(73)
is the relative entropy between the nonequilibrium distribu-
tion and the equilibrium one which quanties the distance
from equilibrium.
Remark For autonomous detailed-balanced networks, the
dierence of equilibrium and nonequilibrium initial Massieu
potential, Eq. (72), gives the average dissipation during the
relaxation to equilibrium, 〈Σ〉 = D(p(t0)‖peq) ≥ 0. On the one
hand, this shows how the MaxEnt principle mentioned in § II F
is embedded in the stochastic thermodynamic description (see
also Ref. [36]). On the other hand, it underlines that its validity
is limited to detailed-balanced systems.
D. Nonequilibrium Landauer’s Principle
We now express Eq. (69) in terms of a well dened equilib-
rium distribution, obtained by turning o the forces without
modifying the potential ϕn . We already discussed that this
procedure is always well dened for isothermal systems but
requires more care for nonisothermal systems. Combining
Eqs. (69) and (72), one nds that
〈 ÛΣ〉 = 〈 Ûvirr〉 − dtD(p‖peq) +∑yf 〈 Ûσyf 〉 , (74)
where we introduced the average irreversible driving contribu-
tion
〈 Ûvirr〉 := 〈 Ûv〉 + dtΦeq . (75)
Notice that the above contribution is not aected by the gauge
discussed in § III. Integrating Eq. (74) over time we get
〈virr〉 +∑yf 〈σyf 〉 = ∆D(p‖peq) + 〈Σ〉 . (76)
is relation generalizes the nonequilibrium Landauer’s prin-
ciple, which is typically derived for driven detailed-balance
systems, 〈σyf 〉 = 0, [20]—see also Refs. [18, 19, 36]—, and
which is used as the basis to study thermodynamics of infor-
mation processing [11]. It shows that not only driving but
also ow EP must be consumed to move a system away from
equilibrium, as depicted in Fig. 4, and that the minimal cost
for doing so is precisely measured by the change in relative
entropy. For driven detailed-balanced protocols connecting
two equilibrium states, we recover the classical result that
〈 Ûvirr〉 = 〈Σ〉 ≥ 0.
E. Relation with previous EP decompositions
We now briey comment on the dierences between our
EP rate decomposition and other decompositions found in the
literature.
In Ref. [17], the obvious conserved quantities {Yκ } are used
to express the EP rate in terms of a driving, a conservative,
and a nonconservative term. e rst two are expressed in
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FIG. 4. Schematic representation of the transformation between
two nonequilibrium probability distributions. e protocol must
leave the potential ϕn unchanged upon turning o of the forces
at all times. is ensures that ϕn always identies an equilibrium
distribution (green curve) obtained by turning o the forces, shuing
down the driving and leing the system relax (dashed gray curves).
e nonequilibrium transformation—the blue curve—can be thus
compared with the equilibrium one.
terms of a Massieu potential based on the Nκ obvious con-
served quantities, {Yκ }, while the last is a sum of Ny − Nκ
ux–force contributions. A nite-time FT solely expressed
in terms of physical observable ensues. In our work, by tak-
ing all Nλ conserved quantities—trivial and nontrivial—into
account, the nonconservative term is reduced to a sum of
Ny − Nλ fundamental ux–force contributions, and the new
Massieu potential entering the driving and conservative con-
tribution takes all conservation laws into account. is has
two crucial consequences for the ensuing FT: (i) our class
of equilibrium distributions is broader since it is determined
imposing a lower number of constraints, Eq. (24) (i.e. Ny −Nλ
vanishing forces instead of Ny −Nκ); (ii) the nal value of the
protocol must be constrained as discussed in § IV since the
new Massieu potential does not always identies an equilib-
rium distribution.
In Ref. [16] the Authors analyzed the reduction of ux–
force contributions for systems at steady state, where the
conservative contribution is absent. Our decomposition (69)
generalizes these results to nonautonomous systems in tran-
sient regimes.
In Refs. [25] and [37], decompositions based on graph-
theoretic techniques are proposed, and the ensuing FTs are
studied in Refs. [38] and [39], respectively. e nonconser-
vative term of the EP rate is expressed as the sum of Nα cy-
cle ux–anity contributions. ese are typically in large
number, see e.g. §§ VI C and VI D. Our decomposition (71)
demonstrates that only a subset of Nα − Nρ = Ny − Nλ fun-
damental cycle ux–anity contributions are necessary and
sucient to characterize the aforementioned term, where Nρ
is the number of symmetries.
Yet a dierent EP decomposition is the adiabatic–
nonadiabatic one [40–44]. Here, the driving and conservative
terms arise from the stochastic potentialΨn := − ln{pn/pssn },
which accounts for the mismatch between the actual and the
steady-state probability distribution. Instead, the nonconser-
vative contribution quanties the break of detailed balance of
the steady state. Hence, the steady-state probability distribu-
tion plays the role of a reference distribution in the same way
that the equilibrium one (obtained by seing the forces to zero)
does for our decomposition. is is particularly clear when
comparing [40, Eq. (21)] to Eq. (74). Naturally, the equilibrium
distribution is much more accessible than the steady-state one
and implies that our decomposition is expressed in terms of
physically measurable quantities.
VI. APPLICATIONS
We now analyze four model-systems: a double quantum
dot (QD), a QD coupled to a quantum point contact (QPC), a
molecular motor, and a randomized grid.
A. Double QD
is model has been extensively used in the past [45–47]
and we will analyze it step by step following the order of the
main text to illustrate of our formalism and our main results.
1. Setup
e two single-level QDs is depicted in Fig. 5a, whereas the
energy landscape and the network of transitions are shown
in Figs. 5b and 5c, respectively. Electrons can enter empty
dots from the reservoirs but cannot jump from one dot to the
other. When the two dots are occupied, an interaction energy,
u, arises.
e network topology is encoded in the incidence matrix,
whose representation in terms of the forward transitions reads
D =
©­­­«
+1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6
00 −1 −1 −1 0 0 0
10 1 0 0 0 −1 −1
01 0 1 1 −1 0 0
11 0 0 0 1 1 1
ª®®®¬ . (77)
Energy, En , and total number of electrons, Nn , characterize
each system state:
E00 = 0 , N00 = 0 ,
E01 = ϵd , N01 = 1 ,
E10 = ϵu , N10 = 1 ,
E11 = ϵu + ϵd + u , N11 = 2 ,
(78)
where the rst entry in n refers to the occupancy of the upper
dot while the second to the lower. e entries of the matrix
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FIG. 5. Double QD coupled to three reservoirs and coupled with each other via a capacitor. Transitions related to the rst reservoir are
depicted in blue while those related to the second and third one by green and red, respectively. (a) Pictorial representation of the system.
e upper dot u is coupled to the rst reservoir, while the lower dot d is coupled to the second and third reservoir. e reservoirs exchange
energy and electrons with the dots, which cannot host more than one electron. (b) Energy landscape of the dot. Importantly, when both dots
are occupied, 11, a repulsive energy u adds to the occupied dots energies, ϵu and ϵd. (c) Transition network of the model.
δY corresponding to the forward transitions are
δY =
©­­­­­­«
+1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6
(E,1) ϵu 0 0 ϵu + u 0 0
(N ,1) 1 0 0 1 0 0
(E,2) 0 ϵd 0 0 ϵd + u 0
(N ,2) 0 1 0 0 1 0
(E,3) 0 0 ϵd 0 0 ϵd + u
(N ,3) 0 0 1 0 0 1
ª®®®®®®¬
, (79)
see Fig. 5c, whereas the entries related to backward transition
are equal to the negative of the forward. For instance, along
the rst transition the system gains ϵu energy and 1 electron
from the reservoir 1. e vector of entropic intensive elds is
given by
f =
( (E,1) (N ,1) (E,2) (N ,2) (E,3) (N ,3)
β1 −β1µ1 β2 −β2µ2 β3 −β3µ3
)
. (80)
Since the QDs and the electrons have no internal entropy,
Sn = 0 for all n, the local detailed balance property, Eq. (6), can
be easily recovered from the product −fδY . From a stochastic
dynamics perspective, the laer property arises when consid-
ering fermionic transition rates: we = Γe (1 + exp{ fyδYye })−1
and w−e = Γe exp{ fyδYye }(1 + exp{ fyδYye })−1 for electrons
entering and leaving the dot.
2. Conservation Laws
We now illustrate the identication of the full set of con-
servation laws. An independent set of cycles of this network,
Fig. 5c, is stacked in the matrix
C =
©­­­­­­«
1 2 3
+1 1 0 0
+2 0 1 0
+3 −1 −1 0
+4 −1 0 0
+5 0 0 1
+6 1 0 −1
ª®®®®®®¬
, (81)
and corresponds to the cycles depicted in Fig. 6. e negative
entries denote transitions performed in the backward direc-
tion. e matrix encoding the physical topology, M , readily
follows from the product of δY and C ,
M =
©­­­­­­«
1 2 3
(E,1) −u 0 0
(N ,1) 0 0 0
(E,2) 0 ϵd ϵd + u
(N ,2) 0 1 1
(E,3) u −ϵd −ϵd − u
(N ,3) 0 −1 −1
ª®®®®®®¬
. (82)
Its cokernel is spanned by
`E =
( (E,1) (N ,1) (E,2) (N ,2) (E,3) (N ,3)
1 0 1 0 1 0
)
(83a)
`u =
( (E,1) (N ,1) (E,2) (N ,2) (E,3) (N ,3)
0 1 0 0 0 0
)
(83b)
`d =
( (E,1) (N ,1) (E,2) (N ,2) (E,3) (N ,3)
0 0 0 1 0 1
)
. (83c)
e rst vector identies the energy state variable, En ,
`EδY =
( +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6
ϵu ϵd ϵd ϵu + u ϵd + u ϵd + u
) ≡ {EnDne } .
(84)
e other two, instead, give the occupancy of the upper and
lower dots, N un and N dn ,
`uδY =
( +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6
1 0 0 1 0 0
) ≡ {N unDne } ,
`dδY =
( +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6
0 1 1 0 1 1
) ≡ {N dnDne } .
(85)
A posteriori, we see that these conservation laws arise from
the fact that no electron transfer from one dot to the other
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FIG. 6. e independent set of cycles corresponding to the columns
of C in Eq. (81). e rst corresponds to the sequence “electron in u
→ electron in d→ electron out of u→ electron out of d”, in which
the lower QD is populated by the third reservoir. e second and
third cycle correspond to the ow of one electron from the second
reservoir to the third one, when the upper QD is empty and lled,
respectively.
is allowed. e total occupancy of the system, Nn , is recov-
ered from the sum of the last two vectors. Despite `u and `d
are nontrivial conservation laws, they do not depend on any
system quantity, Eq. (78), [48].
Let us now imagine that the interaction energy between
the two dots is switched o, i.e. u → 0. Two conservation
laws emerge in addition to those in Eq. (83):
`(E,d) =
( (E,1) (N ,1) (E,2) (N ,2) (E,3) (N ,3)
0 0 1 0 1 0
)
(86a)
`t =
( (E,1) (N ,1) (E,2) (N ,2) (E,3) (N ,3)
0 0 −1 ϵd 0 0
)
. (86b)
e rst is related to the upper–lower QD decoupling, as it
corresponds to the conservation of energy of the lower dot
`(E,d)δY =
( +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6
0 ϵd ϵd 0 ϵd ϵd
) ≡ {EdnDne } . (87)
e conservation of energy in the upper dot is obtained as the
dierence between Eqs. (83a) and (86a), and reads
`(E,u)δY =
( +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6
ϵu 0 0 ϵu 0 0
) ≡ {EunDne } . (88)
e second one, Eq. (86b), arises from the tight coupling be-
tween the transport of energy and maer through the second
dot. Since `t is in cokerδY ,
`tδY =
( +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6
0 0 0 0 0 0
) ≡ {LtnDne } , (89)
the conserved quantity Ltn is a constant for all n, which can
be chosen arbitrarily. Notice the dependence on the system
quantity ϵd of the nontrivial conservation law (86b). We thus
showed that changes of system quantities (u in our case) can
modify the properties of M , and hence the set of conservation
laws—without changing the network topology.
3. Massieu Potential and Fundamental Forces
We now provide the expressions of ϕn and Fyf for the
generic case u , 0. erefore, we split the set {y} in {yp} =
{(E, 1), (N , 1), (N , 2)} and {yf } = {(E, 2), (E, 3), (N , 3)}. From
Eq. (83) we see the validity of this spliing, as the matrix
whose entries are {`λyp } is an identity matrix. e elds con-
jugated with the complete set of conservation laws, Eq. (15),
are
FE = β1 , Fu = −β1µ1 , Fd = −β2µ2 , (90)
from which the Massieu potential of the state n, Eq. (14), fol-
lows
ϕn = −β1En + β1µ1N un + β2µ2N dn . (91)
Instead, the fundamental forces, Eq. (16), are given by
F(E,2) = β1 − β2 , (92a)
F(E,3) = β1 − β3 , (92b)
F(N ,3) = β3µ3 − β2µ2 . (92c)
e rst two forces rule the energy owing into the rst
reservoir from the second and third one, respectively, whereas
the third force rules the electrons owing from the third to
the second reservoir.
Concerning the way the changes of ϕn and {Fyf } are in-
tertwined, we see that the former depends on β1, µ1, µ2, and
β2, which arises from f(N ,2). erefore, while the changes of
f(E,3) = β3 and f(N ,3) = −β3µ3 only aect the related forces,
the changes of f(E,2) = β2 aect both F(E,2) and ϕn . Since
the vectors of conservation laws (83) do not depend on either
En or Nn , see § VI A 2, the forces do not depend on system
quantities.
Alternatively, one may split the set {y} in {yp} =
{(N , 1), (E, 2), (N , 3)} and {yf } = {(E, 1), (N , 2), (E, 3)}. With
this choice, we obtain
ϕn = −β2En + β1µ1N un + β3µ3N dn , (93)
and
F(E,1) = β2 − β1 , (94a)
F(N ,2) = β2µ2 − β3µ3 , (94b)
F(E,3) = β2 − β3 . (94c)
With respect to the previous decomposition, we here consider
the forces ruling the energy ow from the rst and third
reservoir, and the electrons ow from the second reservoir.
Let us now reconsider the case of vanishing interaction
energy, u = 0, as in § VI A 2. e ve conservation laws that
we consider are En , Edn , N un , N dn , Ltn , and we choose to split
{y} as {yp} = {(E, 1), (N , 1), (E, 2), (N , 2), (E, 3)} and {yf } =
{(N , 3)}. e potential follows
ϕ˜n = −β1En + β1µ1N un + [β2µ2 − (β2 − β3) ϵd]N dn
− (β3 − β1)Edn − (β3 − β2)Ltn , (95)
whereas the only force is
F˜(N ,3) = β3(µ3 − ϵd) − β2(µ2 − ϵd) . (96)
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We see that the creation of two conservation laws destroyed
two nonconservative forces, Eqs. (92a) and (92b), whose ex-
pression can be spoed in the new potential, Eq. (95). Notice
also how the emergence of the nontrivial conservation law
(86b) makes the fundamental force dependent on the system
quantity ϵd.
4. Symmetries and Fundamental Cycles
e two single-level QD has no symmetries for u , 0, since
its M-matrix (82) has empty kernel. Its three cycle anities,
Eqs. (81) and (17), are thus fundamental and read
A1 = β1u − β3u , (97a)
A2 = β3(ϵd − µ3) − β2(ϵd − µ2) , (97b)
A3 = β3(ϵd + u − µ3) − β2(ϵd + u − µ2) , (97c)
while the matrix relating fundamental cycles to edges, Eq. (22),
is given by
ζ
η
e =
©­«
+1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6
1 0 ϵd ϵd 0 ϵd + u ϵd + u
2 0 −ϵd −ϵd − u 0 −ϵd − u −ϵd − u
3 0 ϵd ϵd 0 ϵd + u ϵd
ª®¬ 1u . (98)
In sharp contrast with the fundamental forces, Eq. (92), the
fundamental anities depend both on the elds and the sys-
tem quantities.
As the interaction energy is turned o, two symmetries
emerge:
ψ1 =
( 1 2 3
1 0 0
)
(99a)
ψ2 =
( 1 2 3
0 1 −1 ) , (99b)
in agreement with the creation of two conservation laws, see
Eqs. (19) and (86). ey inform us that since the QDs are
decoupled: (i) the cycle 1 does not produces changes in the
reservoirs, i.e. its anity is zero irrespective of the entries of
f ; (ii) the cycle 2 and 3 are physically dependent since the
ow of electrons from the second to the third reservoir is the
same with empty and lled upper dot. Choosing the third
cycle as the fundamental one, its anity reads as F˜(N ,3) in
Eq. (96), whereas the matrix of cycle contributions, see Eq. (22)
and § VI A 3, becomes
ζ 3e =
( +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6
0 0 −1 0 0 −1 ) . (100)
Notice that both the transition +3—which belongs to the cycle
2—and +6—which belongs to the cycle 3—contribute to the
current along the fundamental cycle 3.
5. Detailed-Balance Dynamics
From Eq. (92), we see that the dynamics of the two QDs is
detailed balanced when β1 = β2 = β3 and µ2 = µ3. In this case
the Massieu potential of state n, Eq. (91), is given by
ϕn = −β1
(
En − µ1N un − µ2N dn
)
. (101)
e only element distinguishing the laer from that in Eq. (91)
is the fact that β2 = β1, which arises from F(E,2) = 0. ere-
fore, a nondetailed-balanced dynamics described by the de-
composition (91)–(92) can become detailed-balance without
changing ϕn as long as F(E,2) = 0. Instead, the decomposition
in Eqs. (93) and (94) requires both F(E,1) and F(E,3) to be zero.
6. EP decomposition
For the sake of illustrating our EP decomposition let us
assume that only En , µ2, and β3 change in time. According to
the expressions of ϕn and {Fyf } derived in § VI A 3, we can
distinguish two driving contributions of the EP, Eqs. (37) and
(41):
v[nt ] = vE[nt ] +v(N ,2)[nt ] , (102)
where the rst term,
vE[nt ] := β1
∫ t
0
dτ ∂τ En(τ )|nτ , (103)
is usually referred to as mechanical work in stochastic ther-
modynamics (up to β1), while the second,
v(N ,2)[nt ] := −β2
∫ t
0
dτ ∂τ µ2(τ )N dnτ , (104)
is the entropy dissipated due to the change of the chemical
potential of the second reservoir. e ow contributions,
Eq. (39), are instead given by
σ(E,2)[nt ] = F(E,2)
∫ t
0
dτ I(E,2)(τ ) , (105a)
σ(E,3)[nt ] =
∫ t
0
dτ F(E,3)(τ )I(E,3)(τ ) , (105b)
σ(N ,3)[nt ] =
∫ t
0
dτ F(N ,3)(τ )I(N ,3)(τ ) , (105c)
where, the forces are given in Eq. (92), while the instantaneous
currents of yf are
I(E,2) = ϵd
[
J+2 − J−2] + (ϵd + u) [J+5 − J−5] , (106a)
I(E,3) = ϵd
[
J+3 − J−3] + (ϵd + u) [J+6 − J−6] , (106b)
I(N ,3) = J+3 − J−3 + J+6 − J−6 . (106c)
We thus see that the rst and the second ow contribution,
Eqs. (105a) and (105b), quantify the dissipation due to the
energy owing from the second and third reservoir to the rst,
respectively. Analogously, the third contribution, Eq. (105c),
characterizes the EP due to the ow of electrons from the third
reservoir to the second. e EP is thus the sum of the terms
in Eqs. (102) and (105) plus a dierence of stochastic Massieu
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potential, Eqs. (91) and (40). We notice that the change in
time of β3 is accounted for by the second and third ows,
Eqs. (105b) and (105c), while not by a driving contribution, as
β3 does not contribute to ϕn , Eq. (91).
It is worth noting that, from an experimental point of view,
the driving contribution demands information on the states
of the trajectory. Instead, the ow contributions require the
measurement of the energy ow in the second and third reser-
voir and the electron ow in the third. Let us now compare
the above decomposition with that based on a dierent choice
of {yp,yf }, e.g. the second one made in § VI A 3. In this case
the driving contribution reads,
v[nt ] = vE[nt ] +v(E,3)[nt ] (107)
where
v(E,3)[nt ] := −µ3
∫ t
0
dτ ∂τ β3(τ )N dnτ . (108)
e ow contributions read as in Eq. (105) with forces given
in Eq. (94) and other expressions for the currents. Now, the
measurement of the energy ow in the rst and third reser-
voir, as well as the electron ow in the second reservoir, are
required to quantify these terms in experiments.
To make the dierence between the two choices even
sharper, one can easily see that if the only quantity changing
in time is µ2, the driving contribution of the second choice
vanishes while that of the rst does not. erefore, depending
on the physical system and the experimental apparatus, one
choice may be more convenient than another when it comes
to estimating the dissipation.
7. EP decomposition along Fundamental Cycles
For the scenario described in the previous subsection,
§ VI A 6, the ow contributions along fundamental cycles
(52) read
γ1[nt ] =
∫ t
0
dτ A1(τ )ζ1,e J e (τ ) (109a)
γ2[nt ] =
∫ t
0
dτ A2(τ )ζ2,e J e (τ ) (109b)
γ3[nt ] =
∫ t
0
dτ A3(τ )ζ3,e J e (τ ) , (109c)
where the anities are given in Eq. (97) and the cycle–edge
coupling matrix ζ in Eq. (98). Concerning their physical in-
terpretation, the rst contribution corresponds to the ow of
energy from the third reservoir to the rst, while the last two
to the entropy dissipated when transferring electrons from
the second reservoir to the third with empty and lled upper
dot, respectively.
8. Finite-time Detailed FT
We now illustrate the conditions under which our FT ap-
plies to the coupled QDs. e process must start from equilib-
rium, Eq. (25): all forces vanish and the potential is given in
Eq. (101). As the protocol is activated, it must leave the elds
appearing in ϕn , Eq. (91), (β1, β2 (= β1), µ1, and µ2) unchanged,
but all the others can be set to arbitrary values. Subsequently,
all elds and system quantities controlled by piτ , for 0 < τ < t ,
can change arbitrarily, until time t , in which the force in
Eq. (92a) must be turned o. is condition guarantees that
the potential at time t is of the form in Eq. (101), thus identify-
ing a new equilibrium state. When the above force vanishes
at all times, one can formulate FTs like those in Eqs. (58) and
(59).
To simplify the application of the FT let us consider the
conditions described in § VI A 6, with the further simplica-
tion that all temperatures are equal and constant: only En and
µ2 change in time. Since β2 = β1 at all times, we do not need
to worry about how the protocol terminates and the FT reads
Pt (vE,v(N ,2),σ(N ,3))
P†t (−vE,−v(N ,2),−σ(N ,3))
= exp
{
vE +v(N ,2) + σ(N ,3) + ∆Φeq
}
, (110)
where the dierent contributions are given in Eqs. (103), (104),
and (105c). Notice that the contributions of v appear sepa-
rately in the above expression, but one can equivalently ex-
press the FT in terms of the full driving work v , Eq. (102), as
in the main discussion.
9. FT for Flow Contributions along Fundamental Cycles
We saw in the previous example that the force F(E,2),
Eq. (92a), must be zero at time 0 and t for the validity of
the FT (55), and at all times for the FTs (58) and (59). Using
Eq. (20) in combination with the inverse of the submatrix of
(82) whose entries are {Myfη },
M =
©­«
(E,2) (E,3) (N ,3)
1 1 1 0
2 −1 0 −ϵd − u
3 1 0 ϵd
ª®¬ 1u , (111)
we conclude that the above requirement becomes
A1 − A2 +A3 = 0 , (112)
in terms of fundamental anities, Eq. (97). Once identied
the above condition, the application of the FT readily follows.
B. QD coupled to a QPC
We now consider a simplied description of a two levels
QD coupled to a thermal reservoir and a QPC, Fig. 7. For a
detailed analysis of this class of systems we refer to Ref. [49].
e interest of this model is twofold, it shows how single
transitions can trigger exchanges involving multiple reser-
voir, and it also provides a further instance of a fundamental
force which depends on system quantities due to nontrivial
conservation laws.
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FIG. 7. Model of QD coupled with a thermal reservoir and a pair
of particle reservoirs modeling a QPC. e electron can jump to
the excited state following either a phononic interaction with the
rst reservoir or an interaction with the QPC. e laer involves an
electron current from the second to the third reservoir.
e two states of the QD, l for “low” and h for “high”, are
characterized by dierent energies but the same number of
electrons
El = 0 , Eh = ϵ , Nl = 1 , Nh = 1 . (113)
e transition between these states can occur following either
a phononic interaction with the rst reservoir,±1, or following
electron tunneling from the second to the third reservoir, ±2.
Along the laer transition, an electron with energyu+ϵ leaves
the second reservoir and enters the third with energy u. e
matrix of exchanged conserved quantities, δY , thus reads
δY =
©­­­­«
+1 +2
(E,1) ϵ 0
(E,2) 0 u + ϵ
(N ,2) 0 1
(E,3) 0 −u
(N ,3) 0 −1
ª®®®®¬
, (114)
while the vector of intensive elds is
f =
( (E,1) (E,2) (N ,2) (E,3) (N ,3)
β1 β2 −β2µ2 β3 −β3µ3
)
. (115)
e nontrivial local detailed balance property for the second
transition follows from −fδY , and reads
ln w+2
w−2
= −β2(u + ϵ − µ2) + β3(u − µ3) . (116)
e M-matrix,
M =
©­­­­«
1
(E,1) ϵ
(E,2) −u − ϵ
(N ,2) −1
(E,3) u
(N ,3) 1
ª®®®®¬
, (117)
follows from the product of δY , Eq. (114), and the matrix of
cycles,
C =
( 1
+1 1
+2 −1
)
. (118)
Its four-dimensional cokernel is spanned by
`E =
( (E,1) (E,2) (N ,2) (E,3) (N ,3)
1 1 0 1 0
)
, (119a)
`N =
( (E,1) (E,2) (N ,2) (E,3) (N ,3)
0 0 1 0 1
)
, (119b)
`3 =
( (E,1) (E,2) (N ,2) (E,3) (N ,3)
0 1 −u − ϵ 0 0 ) , (119c)
`4 =
( (E,1) (E,2) (N ,2) (E,3) (N ,3)
0 0 u 1 0
)
. (119d)
e rst two conservation laws are clearly the energy and
the number of particles, Eq. (113), since `EδY = (ϵ, ϵ) and
`NδY = (0, 0). For the other two, `3δY = `4δY = (0, 0)
implies that the related conserved quantities are constants,
i.e. they do not depend on n. Mindful of the gauge freedom
described in § III we can set the conserved quantities related
to `N, `3, and `4 to zero. When (E, 1) is set as “force” y, the
eld related to the energy conservation law
FE = [(ϵ + u − µ2)β2 − (u − µ3)β3] /ϵ , (120)
determine the values of the nonequilibrium Massieu potential,
ϕn = −FEEn . Concerning the nonconservative contributions,
the fundamental force and the fundamental anity read
F(E,1) = FE − β1 = ϵA1 . (121)
Due to the emergence of nontrivial conservation laws,
Eqs. (119c) and (119d), the fundamental force depends on a
system quantity. In detailed balance dynamics, F(E,1) = 0, and
we readily recover ϕn = −β1En .
C. Molecular Motor
We now turn to the thermodynamic description of a molec-
ular motor moving along a single dimension, see Refs. [50, 51].
Beside providing an instance of a work reservoir, this model
also illustrates how changes in the topology of the network
can convert a conservative force into a nonconservative one.
e motor conformations and transitions are described in
Fig. 8. It can step against a mechanical force k thanks to the
chemical force produced by the hydrolysis of ATP into ADP,
which are exchanged with reservoirs at chemical potential
µATP and µADP. We label each state of the process byn = (m,x),
while each transition by ex , where e ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7} refers
to the transitions at a given position x ∈ Z. e system
quantities are the internal energy, En = ϵm , the total number
of ATP plus ADP molecules aached to the motor, Nn =
Nm , and the position, Xn = xl where l is the size of a step.
Importantly, each internal state is characterized by an internal
entropy Sn = sm .
e matrix of exchanged conserved quantities for the tran-
sitions at given position x is wrien as
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|T|D〉x |D|T〉x
+4x
+5x
+2x
|T|∅〉x |D|∅〉x+3x
|∅|D〉x |∅|T〉x+6x
+7x
x − 1
|D|T〉x−1
+4x−1
+5x−1
|D|∅〉x−1
|∅|T〉x−1
+1x−1
x x + 1
|T|D〉x+1
+2x+1
+7x+1
|∅|D〉x+1
|T|∅〉x+1
+1x
FIG. 8. Network of transitions describing the chemomechanical stepping of the motor, where x denotes the generic position along the
stepping support. e molecular motor has six internal conformations distinguished by the state of the trailing, | · |, and leading, |·〉, motor
foot: ATP-bound (T), ADP-bound (D), or unbound (). Yellow arrows denote stepping transitions, {+1x ≡ |D|T〉x → |T|D〉x+1}, along which
the mechanical force k acts (positive value drive the system toward increasing x ). Internal transitions may entail the exchange of ATP and
ADP molecules with particle reservoirs (green arrows) or the hydrolysis of ATP into ADP (blue arrows). e laer only exchange energy
with the thermal reservoir at inverse temperature β .
δYx =
©­­­«
+1x +2x +3x +4x +5x +6x +7x
(E) ϵTD − ϵDT ϵT − ϵTD ϵD − ϵT ϵDT − ϵD ϵT − ϵDT ϵD − ϵT ϵTD − ϵD
(N ,ATP) 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
(N ,ADP) 0 −1 0 0 −1 0 0
(X ) l 0 0 0 0 0 0
ª®®®¬ , (122)
whereas the full matrix is given by δY =(
. . . δYx−1 δYx δYx+1 . . .
)
. On the other side, the
row vector of intensive variables reads
f =
( (E) (N ,ATP) (N ,ADP) (X )
β −βµATP −βµADP −βk
)
. (123)
Dierently from all previous cases, the local detailed balance
of the step transitions involves the work reservoir, (X ,−βk),
ln
w+1x
w−1x
= −β [(ϵTD − ϵDT) − kl] + (sTD − sDT) . (124)
Notice that the interpretation of the rst term as minus en-
tropy ow still holds: q+1x := (ϵTD − ϵDT) − kl is the heat
of transition, since the last term is minus the work that the
mechanical force exerts on the system [52, 53].
It is easily shown that the subnetwork at given x contains
exactly one cycle cx ,
Cx =
©­­­­­­­­«
cx
+1x 0
+2x 1
+3x 1
+4x 1
+5x 1
+6x 1
+7x 1
ª®®®®®®®®¬
, (125)
which entails the intake of two ATP molecules and the release
of two ADP ones
Mx := δYx Cx =
©­­­«
cx
(E) 0
(N ,ATP) 2
(N ,ADP) −2
(X ) 0
ª®®®¬ , (126)
irrespective of the position x . e full M-matrix has thus an
innite-number of columns equal to Eq. (126), and its three-
dimensional cokernel is spanned by
`E =
( (E) (N ,ATP) (N ,ADP) (X )
1 0 0 0
)
(127a)
`N =
( (E) (N ,ATP) (N ,ADP) (X )
0 1 1 0
)
(127b)
`X =
( (E) (N ,ATP) (N ,ADP) (X )
0 0 0 1
)
, (127c)
which clearly corresponds to the three system quantities,
En , Nn , and Xn , respectively. As far as the symmetries are
concerned, the intersection between its innite-dimensional
column vector space and its (innite-dimensional) kernel is
one-dimensional, in agreement with the observation that all
cycles {cx } are physically dependent on one. In other words,
there is an innity of symmetries and all cycles carry the same
cycle anity
A = 2β(µATP − µADP) , (128)
which is thus regarded as the fundamental one.
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To illustrate our EP decomposition, we use (N ,ATP) as
set of yf , while leaving {(E), (N ,ADP), (X )} as yp. Guided by
Eqs. (14) and (15), the potential reads
ϕn = ωn + βkXn , (129)
where
ωn := Sn − βEn + βµADPNn , (130)
is the Massieu potential corresponding to the grand potential.
e fundamental forces, Eq. (16), consist solely of
F(N ,ATP) = β(µATP − µADP) . (131)
e EP along a stochastic trajectory with autonomous proto-
col, Eq. (36), is
Σ[nt ] = β (µATP − µADP) IATP[nt ] + ∆Φ[nt ] , (132)
where
IATP[nt ] :=
∫ t
0
dτ δY (N ,ATP)e J e (τ )
=
∞∑
x=−∞
∫ t
0
dτ
[
J+4x (τ ) − J−4x (τ ) + J+7x (τ ) − J−7x (τ )]
(133)
is the total number of ATP molecules owing into the system,
whileΦ is the stochastic Massieu potential related to Eq. (129).
Since there is only one fundamental force, the EP in terms of
fundamental anities reads exactly as Eq. (132).
To illustrate the nite-time detailed FT, let us imagine a sys-
tem with a nite number of positions x = 1, . . . ,Nx. e po-
tential (129) thus denes a physical equilibrium state, Eq. (25),
achieved when the force is turned o: µATP = µADP. At time 0,
the autonomous protocol with µATP , µADP (but with the same
µADP as at equilibrium) is activated and the system moves far
from equilibrium. Notice that any change of µATP leaves ϕn
unaltered and the process can be stopped at any time. Hence,
the probability of observing the intake of IATP ATP molecules
up to time t satises
Pt (IATP)
Pt (−IATP) = exp {β (µATP − µADP)IATP} , (134)
see Eq. (59).
To formulate a FT which explicitly counts the number of
steps, we have to make a step backward and regard the con-
servative term βkl in the local detailed balance, Eq. (124), as
an additional force contribution, rather than as part of the
potential one. Under this condition the EP can be recast into
Σ[nt ] = β (µATP − µADP) IATP[nt ] + βkX[nt ] + ∆Ω[nt ] ,
(135)
where
Ωn = ωn − lnpn (136)
is the stochastic Massieu potential corresponding to Eq. (130),
while
X[nt ] := Xnt − Xn0 (137)
the total distance traveled by the motor. If the system is
initially prepared in the grandcanonical equilibrium state—
achieved by turning o both the external force k and the
fundamental force F(N ,ATP)—the FT reads
Pt (IATP,X)
Pt (−IATP,−X) = exp {β (µATP − µADP)IATP + βkX} . (138)
Tightly coupled model As an example of change of net-
work topology, we now consider the tightly coupled descrip-
tion in which the transitions {5, 6, 7} are absent, and the net-
work becomes a one-dimensional chain of states. Since there
are no cycles the whole row space of δY spans the conserva-
tion laws, which can thus be wrien as
`E =
( (E) (N ,ATP) (N ,ADP) (X )
1 0 0 0
)
(139a)
`ATP =
( (E) (N ,ATP) (N ,ADP) (X )
0 1 0 0
)
(139b)
`ADP =
( (E) (N ,ATP) (N ,ADP) (X )
0 0 1 0
)
(139c)
`X =
( (E) (N ,ATP) (N ,ADP) (X )
0 0 0 1
)
. (139d)
With respect to the previous model, the number of ATP and
ADP molecules are separately conserved quantities, Eqs. (139b)
and (139c). e set of fundamental forces is empty while the
potential reads
ϕn = Sn − β
(
En − µATPNATPn − µADPNADPn − kXn
)
, (140)
thus making the dissipation equal to
Σ[nt ] = ∆Φ[nt ] . (141)
erefore, the change of network topology achieved by re-
moving transitions creating cycles, prevents the reservoirs
from creating forces. e potential will be thus described with
the maximum amount of conserved quantities, one for each y.
AlternativeDescription An alternative description of the
chemomechanical process is obtained when periodic bound-
ary conditions are imposed, Fig. 9. One additional cycle is
created,
C =
©­­­­­­­­«
c a
+1 0 1
+2 1 1
+3 1 1
+4 1 1
+5 1 0
+6 1 0
+7 1 0
ª®®®®®®®®¬
, (142)
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|T|D〉
|∅|D〉
+7
|D|T〉
+4
+5
|T|∅〉 |D|∅〉
|∅|T〉+6
+3
+2
+1
FIG. 9. Alternative description of the chemomechanical stepping
process in Fig. 8. e kinetics and thermodynamics of the internal
transitions is unchanged, while the step transition resets the internal
motor state.
cf. Eq. (125), and the M-matrix now reads
M :=
©­­­«
c a
(E) 0 0
(N ,ATP) 2 1
(N ,ADP) −2 −1
(X ) 0 l
ª®®®¬ , (143)
As a consequence, the spatial conservation law, (127c), is
lost and the nonequilibrium Massieu potential becomes ωn ,
Eqs. (130) and (136). However, the set of fundamental forces
gains one element,
F(X ) = βk , (144)
which is conjugated to the traveled distance:
X[nt ] :=
∫ t
0
dτ δY (X )e J e (τ )
= l
∫ t
0
dτ
[
J+1x (τ ) − J−1x (τ )] . (145)
Hence, the expression of the EP and the formulation of the
nite-time detailed FT read as in Eqs. (135) and (138), respec-
tively.
In conclusion, the periodic boundary condition can be
viewed as a change of network topology in which one conser-
vation law is lost and a fundamental force emerges.
D. Randomized Grid
As a nal illustration, we consider a particle hopping be-
tween states positioned at the nodes of a two-dimensional
grid, n = (x , z) for x , z = 1, . . . ,N. e transitions along the
edges are triggered by randomly distributed work reservoirs.
is model provides an example of systems which could not
be analyzed thermodynamically without resorting to our sys-
tematic procedure. It also shows how physical topological
alterations may give rise to symmetry changes which in turn
aects the thermodynamics.
e states are characterized by a spatial coordinate Xn =
axx + azz, and jumps are only allowed between nearest neigh-
bors: x → x ± 1 or z → z ± 1. e system is isothermal
and each transition is ruled by a force f(X ,r ) = −βkr , which
is initially drawn randomly from a set of Nr reservoirs. e
δY -matrix relating transitions to reservoirs is given by
δY re =

±ax if e = x r−→ x ± 1
±az if e = z r−→ z ± 1
0 otherwise
. (146)
i.e. if e is triggered by the work reservoir r , then δY re is equal
to ±ax or ±az depending on the direction of the transition.
As an example, we consider the 3×3 grid coupled to 5 reser-
voirs depicted in Fig. 10. We omit to report the matrices δY
and C as they can be easily inferred form Eq. (146) and the
picture, and move on to the M-matrix, which reads
M =
©­­­­«
1 2 3 4
(X ,1) ax −ax 0 ax
(X ,2) 0 ax az − ax −az
(X ,3) 0 0 −az 0
(X ,4) −az 0 0 0
(X ,5) az − ax 0 ax az − ax
ª®®®®¬
. (147)
Its one-dimensional cokernel is spanned by the vector
`X =
( (X ,1) (X ,2) (X ,3) (X ,4) (X ,5)
1 1 1 1 1
)
(148)
which corresponds to the global conserved quantity Xn . In
contrast, its kernel is empty denoting the absence of symme-
tries. Seing −βk1 as “potential” eld, yp, the nonequilibrium
potential reads
ϕn = βk1Xn , (149)
while the fundamental forces are equal to
F(X ,r ) = β (kr − k1) , for r = 2, . . . , 5 . (150)
e trajectory EP can be thus expressed as
Σ[nt ] = v[nt ] +
5∑
r=2
σr [nt ] + ∆Φ[nt ] , (151)
where
v[nt ] := −β
∫ t
0
dτ ∂τ [k1(τ )Xn(τ )]|n=nτ (152a)
σr [nt ] := β
∫ t
0
dτ [kr (τ ) − k1(τ )] Ir (τ ) . (152b)
In order to show the emergence of a symmetry following a
change of physical topology, let us now assume that ax = az =
a and carry on the same analysis as before. e M-matrix now
becomes,
M =
©­­­­«
1 2 3 4
(X ,1) a −a 0 a
(X ,2) 0 a 0 −a
(X ,3) 0 0 −a 0
(X ,4) −a 0 0 0
(X ,5) 0 0 a 0
ª®®®®¬
. (153)
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(0,0)
(0,1)
(2,0)(1,0)
(0,2)
(2,1)(1,1)
(2,2)(1,2)
1 2
43
FIG. 10. Illustration of a 3×3 grid with nearest-neighbor transitions
triggered by a reservoir chosen at random among ve. e color
of each transition corresponds to a dierent reservoir: 1, yellow; 2,
green; 3, purple; 4, blue; and 5, red.
whose kernel and cokernel are one and two-dimensional, re-
spectively. e symmetries are given by
ψ =
( 1 2 3 4
0 1 0 1
)
, (154)
and tell us that the second and fourth cycles are not physically
independent, as they are coupled to the same reservoirs and
all displacements are the same. e basis of cokerM ,
`X =
( (X ,1) (X ,2) (X ,3) (X ,4) (X ,5)
1 1 1 1 1
)
(155a)
`V =
( (X ,1) (X ,2) (X ,3) (X ,4) (X ,5)
0 0 1 0 1
)
(155b)
identies two state variables, the rst of which is the global
conserved quantity, Xn , whereas the second is
Vn =
( (0,0) (1,0) (0,1) (2,0) (1,1) (0,2) (2,1) (1,2) (2,2)
0 0 0 0 a a a a 2a
)
(156)
whose interpretation is not obvious. It arises from the fact that
x- and z-transitions are indistinguishable and the reservoirs
3 and 5 split the states into three groups, see Fig. 11, which
are identied by dierent values of Vn , Eq. (156). We can set
(X , 1) and (X , 3) as the reservoirs of the set {yp}, according to
which the Massieu potential of the state n reads
ϕn = β [k1Xn + (k3 − k1)Vn] . (157)
e number of fundamental forces is thus reduced,
F(X ,2) = βk2 − βk1 , (158a)
F(X ,4) = βk4 − βk1 , (158b)
F(X ,5) = βk5 − βk3 . (158c)
e EP can be easily wrien.
is model exemplies the emergence of nontrivial con-
servation laws whose identication is not straightforward,
and motivates the need for a systematic procedure capable of
separating the conservative contributions to the EP from the
nonconservative ones.
(1,0)
(1,1)
(1,2)
(2,0)
(2,1)
(2,2)
(0,0)
(0,1)
(0,2)
FIG. 11. Illustration of the randomized grid in Fig. 10 for ax =
az = a. e grid is split into three groups of states by the transi-
tions corresponding to the third (purple) and h (red) reservoir:
{(0, 0), (1, 0), (0, 1), (2, 0)}, {(1, 1), (0, 2), (2, 1), (1, 2)}, and {(2, 2)}.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
e central achievement of this paper is to show that the
EP of an open system described by stochastic thermodynam-
ics is shaped by the way conserved quantities constrain the
exchanges between the system and the reservoirs. Some of
these conserved quantities are the obvious ones which do not
depend on the system details (e.g. energy, particle number).
But we provide a systematic procedure to identify the non-
trivial ones which depend on the system topology. As a result,
we can split the EP into three fundamental contributions, one
solely caused by the time-dependent drivings, another ex-
pressed as the change of a nonequilibrium Massieu potential,
and a third one which contains the fundamental set of ux
and forces. Table III indicates which of these contributions
play a role in dierent known processes. We also showed
how to make use of this decomposition to derive a nite-time
detailed FT solely expressed in terms of physical quantities,
as well as to asses the cost of manipulating nonequilibrium
states via time-dependent driving and nonconservative forces.
We believe that this work provides a comprehensive for-
mulation of stochastic thermodynamics. Our framework can
be systematically used to study any specic model (as we
illustrated on several examples) and demonstrates the crucial
importance of conservation laws in thermodynamics, at, as
well as out of, equilibrium.
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Appendix A: Proof of the one-to-one correspondence between
fundamental forces and fundamental anities
We need to prove that that the matrix whose entries are
{Myfη } is nonsingular given the following hypotheses: (i) the
vectors labeled byη whose entries are {Myη }, fory = 1, . . . ,Ny,
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are linearly independent; (ii) `λyfM
yf
α +`
λ
ypM
yp
α = 0 for all λ and
α , where the matrix whose entries are {`λyf } is nonsingular.
Let us now assume by contradiction that {Myfη } is singular,
and let us denote by {xη} the entries of a non-null vector such
that Myfη xη = 0 for all yf . We can thus construct a vector {xα }
having as entries corresponding to η, {xη}, and zero for the
others. Hence, Myfα xα = 0 for all yf . From the equation in the
second hypothesis, we get
`λypM
yp
α x
α + `λyfM
yf
α x
α = `λypM
yp
η x
η = 0 .
Since the matrix whose entries are {`λyp } is nonsingular, we
must conclude that Mypη xη = 0 for all yp, and thus M
y
ηx
η = 0
for all y, in contradiction with the hypothesis (i).
Appendix B: Proof of the nite-time detailed FTs
We now give the proof of the nite time detailed FTs (55)
using moment generating functions. Alternatively, it can be
proved using the approach developed in Ref. [54]. For our
purposes, we change our notation for a bracket operatorial
one.
Let Pt (n,v, {σyf }) be the joint probability of observing a
trajectory ending in the state n along which the driving con-
tribution is v while the ow ones are {σyf }. e above prob-
abilities, one for each n, are stacked in the ket |Pt (v, {σyf })〉.
e time evolution of the moment generating function of the
above probabilities,
|Λt (ξd, {ξyf })〉 :=
∫
dv
∏
yf dσyf
exp
{−ξdv − ξyfσyf } |Pt (v, {σyf })〉 , (B1)
is ruled by the biased stochastic dynamics
dt |Λt (ξd, {ξyf })〉 =Wt (ξd, {ξyf }) |Λt (ξd, {ξyf })〉 , (B2)
where the entries of the biased generator are given by
Wnm,t (ξd, {ξyf })
=
∑
ewe
{
exp
{−ξyfFyfδYyf,e } δn,o(−e)δm,o(e)
+ δn,mδm,o(e)
}
+ ξd∂tϕmδn,m . (B3)
Because of the local detailed balance (13), the stochastic gen-
erator satises the following symmetry
WTt (ξd, {ξyf }) = B−1t Wt (ξd, {1 − ξyf }) Bt , (B4)
where the entries of Bt are given by
Bnm,t := exp {ϕm} δn,m . (B5)
Also, the initial condition is given by the equilibrium distribu-
tion (25), which reads
|Λ0(ξd, {ξyf })〉 = |peqi〉 = B0/Z0 |1〉 , (B6)
where Z0 := exp{Φeqi } is the partition function. e ket |1〉
refers to the vector in the state space whose entries are all
equal to one.
In order to proceed further, it is convenient to rst prove a
preliminary result. Let us consider the generic biased dynam-
ics, e.g. Eq. (B2),
dt |Λt (ξ )〉 =Wt (ξ ) |Λt (ξ )〉 , (B7)
whose initial condition is |Λ0(ξ )〉 = |p(0)〉. A formal solu-
tion of Eq. (B7) is |Λt (ξ )〉 = Ut (ξ ) |p(0)〉, where the time-
evolution operator readsUt (ξ ) = T+ exp
{∫ t
0 dτWτ (ξ )
}
, T+
being the time-ordering operator. We clearly have dtUt (ξ ) =
Wt (ξ )Ut (ξ ). Let us now consider the following transformed
evolution operator
U˜t (ξ ) := X−1t Ut (ξ )X0 , (B8)
Xt being a generic invertible operator. Its dynamics is ruled
by the following biased stochastic dynamics
dt U˜t (ξ ) = dtX−1t Ut (ξ )X0 + X−1t dtUt (ξ )X0
=
{
dtX−1t Xt + X−1t Wt (ξ )Xt
} U˜t (ξ )
≡ W˜t (ξ ) U˜t (ξ ) ,
(B9)
which allows us to conclude that the transformed time-
evolution operator is given by
U˜(ξ ) = T+ exp
{∫ t
0
dτ W˜τ (ξ )
}
. (B10)
From Eqs. (B8), (B9) and (B10) we deduce that
X−1t Ut (ξ )X0 = T+ exp
{∫ t
0
dτ
[
dτX−1τ Xτ + X−1τ Wτ (ξ )Xτ
]}
. (B11)
We can now come back to our specic biased stochastic dynamics (B2). e moment generating function of Pt (v, {σyf }) is
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thus given by
Λt (ξd, {ξyf }) = 〈1|Λt (ξd, {ξyf })〉 = 〈1|Ut (ξd, {ξyf })B0/Z0 |1〉 = 〈1|
Bt
Zt
B−1t Ut (ξd, {ξyf }) B0 |1〉
Zt
Z0
, (B12)
whereUt (ξd, {ξyf }) is the time-evolution operator of the biased stochastic dynamics (B2). e requirement imposed on pit—
discussed in the main text—ensures that 〈1| Bt/Zt with Zt := exp{Φeqf } is the equilibrium initial distribution of the backward
process 〈peqf |. Using the relation in Eq. (B11), the above term can be rewrien as
= 〈peqf |T+ exp
{∫ t
0
dτ
[
∂τB−1τ Bτ + B−1τ Wτ (ξd, {ξyf }) Bτ
]} |1〉 exp {∆Φeq} , (B13)
where ∆Φeq ≡ lnZt/Z0. Since ∂τB−1τ Bτ = diag {−∂τϕn} the rst term in square bracket can be added to the diagonal entries of
the second term, thus giving
= 〈peqf |T+ exp
{∫ t
0
dτ
[B−1τ Wτ (ξd − 1, {ξyf }) Bτ ]} |1〉 exp {∆Φeq} . (B14)
e symmetry (B4) allow us to recast the laer into
= 〈peqf |T+ exp
{∫ t
0
dτWTτ
(
ξd − 1, {1 − ξyf }
)} |1〉 exp {∆Φeq} . (B15)
e crucial step comes as we transform the integration variable from τ to τ † = t − τ . Accordingly, the time-ordering operator,
T+, becomes an anti-time-ordering one T−, while the diagonal entries of the biased generator become
Wmm,t−τ † (ξd, {ξyf }) =
∑
ewe (t − τ †)δm,o(e) + ξd ∂(t−τ †)ϕm(t − τ †)
=
∑
ewe (t − τ †)δm,o(e) − ξd ∂τ †ϕm(t − τ †) ,
(B16)
from which we conclude that
Wnm,t−τ † (ξd, {ξyf }) =Wnm,t−τ † (−ξd, {ξyf }) =:W†nm,τ † (−ξd, {ξyf }) . (B17)
Above,W†
τ † (ξd, {ξyf }) is the biased generator of the dynamics subject to the time-reversed protocol, pi †, i.e. the dynamics of the
backward process. Equation (B15) thus becomes
= 〈peqf |T− exp
{∫ t
0
dτ †W†
τ †
T (1 − ξd, {1 − ξyf })} |1〉 exp {∆Φeq} . (B18)
Upon a global transposition, we can write
= 〈1|T+ exp
{∫ t
0
dτ †W†
τ †
(
1 − ξd, {1 − ξyf }
)} |peqf 〉 exp {∆Φeq} , (B19)
where we also used the relationship between transposition
and time-ordering
T+
(∏
iA
T
ti
)
=
(T−∏iAti )T , (B20)
in which At is a generic operator. From the last expression,
we readily obtain
= 〈1|U†t
(
1 − ξd, {1 − ξyf }
) |peqf 〉 exp {∆Φeq}
= Λ†t
(
1 − ξd, {1 − ξyf }
)
exp
{
∆Φeq
}
,
(B21)
where Λ†t
(
ξd, {ξyf }
)
is the moment generating function of
P†t (v, {σyf }). Summarizing, we have the following symmetry
Λt (ξd, {ξyf }) = Λ†t
(
1 − ξd, {1 − ξyf }
)
exp
{
∆Φeq
}
, (B22)
whose inverse Laplace transform gives the FT
Pt (v, {σyf })
P†t (−v, {−σyf })
= exp
{
v +
∑
yfσyf + ∆Φeq
}
. (B23)
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Fundamental Cycles
e nite-time detailed FT for ow contributions along
fundamental cycles, Eq. (61), follows the same logic and math-
ematical steps described above. e moment generating func-
tion which now must be taken into account is
|Λt (ξd, {ξη})〉 :=
∫
dv
∏
ηdγη
exp
{−ξdv − ξ ηγη} |Pt (v, {γη})〉 , (B24)
which is ruled by the biased generator whose entries are
Wnm,t (ξd, {ξη})
=
∑
ewe
{
exp
{−ξ ηAηζη,e } δn,o(−e)δm,o(e)
+ δn,mδm,o(e)
}
+ ξd∂tϕmδn,m . (B25)
e symmetry of the laer generator—on top of which the
proof is constructed—is based on the expression of the local
detailed balance given in Eq. (13),
WTt (ξd, {ξη}) = B−1t Wt (ξd, {1 − ξη}) Bt , (B26)
where the entries of Bt are given in Eq. (B5). Following the
steps from Eq. (B12) to Eq. (B22), with the above denitions
and equations, Eqs. (B24)–(B26), proves the FT in Eq. (61).
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